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|NAZI HEAD DENIES 
| HE STOLE $14,548; 
$5,000 BOND SET 
Fuehrer of Hitlérites in U., Ss, Smiles 

After Arrest as 
ezzler From Bund 

By MALCOLM LOGAN 

Fryfz Kuhn, No. 1 Nazi of the United States, pleaded not 

in General Sessions today to a charge that he stole $14,- 

We 0 hich he is 
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leader, . 

Bail of Es, 000 was set by Judge Cor nehi fol r the 
head of \ Ge man-American. 

until his supporters can provide 
bond for him, . 
Taken to court from the police 

larceny and third degree forgery. 

Denles He Is Guilty 

“Are you represented by counsel?” 

“Yes,” Kuhn answered in a low 
voice. - 

“Are you guilty or not guilty?” 

VATICAN CITY, May 26 (#).—-Al| Kuhn's attorney, Vahan ~“H. Ka- 
Vatican news service said today that|lendrian, stepped forward with As. 

1 ats_had, suze sistant Distrjct Attorney Fr ' Dropeaipiem vide 

548.59 from the funds of the Nazi ey 

Bund and hé was sent to the Tombs 

| lineup, Kuhn was informed by the 
A PEACE SESSION court clerk that he was charged 

with first and second degree grand 
; 

the clerk asked. 

“Not guilty,” Kuhn replied. ~ 
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